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POOL BUYERS 

GUIDE 

DOMINATE YOUR PURCHASE  

 

 

I’ve spoken with thousands of potential pool buyers over the years and 

the questions haven’t changed much at all.  

I’ve spoken with thousands of pool owners over my 24 years in the 

industry and the frustrations, disappointments and expectations are still 

the same! 

So this pool buyer’s guide was born early one Sunday morning when I 

was reading a few blogs and reviews and my heart sank reading the 

countless forums of angry, disappointed and utterly confused citizens 

of Australia pouring their hearts out about how they were done wrong 

by countless pool builders all over the country.  

EXPECTACTIONS are high out there! 

BUDGETS are low with limited financial options…. if construction costs 

blow out the internet is littered with stories of grief and despair 

FAMILIES are busy and want the right advice and the job done and 

dusted on time and within budget! 

CONFUSION has well and truly set in while pool builders and pool 

shops push their own agendas and don’t offer unbiased advice 

SO HERE IT IS….. Ladies and gentlemen I want you to DOMINATE 

YOUR PURCAHSE and BE PROUD OF YOUR DECISION. 

 

 

 

 

PICK A 

POOL ANY 

POOL… 

Which type of pool 

should I choose? 

Blue Haven Pools 

offers unbiased advice 

of the entire range of 

pools and spas. 

Choose from a large 

range of Fibreglass 

Pools, Concrete Pool 

designs, Vinyl Lined 

aboveground pools, 

Swim Spas, Portable 

Spas and Outdoor 

Kitchens….  

All Under One Roof 

 

Remonda loves happy 

customers. Get 

informed! 
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Ask yourself 

What do I want out of owing a swimming pool? 

When buying a pool, you need to consider what you want to get out of it. One of the key things I would 

like to know is “what is going to impact on your ability to enjoy owing a pool?” – Here are some things to 

consider: 

How easy is the pool to look after on a daily basis? 

While some people enjoy looking after their pool and involve the whole family (I’ve been told it’s like a 

family pet), the truth is there can be a fair amount of work involved in keeping it clean and healthy. How 

often do to clean your floors at home? Your car? Your bathroom?  Pools have come a longggg way and 

these days maintenance is super easy. There’s automated robotic cleaners, extra-large skimmer boxes 

that gobble up all the leaves that fall on the surface, there’s mineral systems that purify the water and 

smart pools that automatically dose and adjust pH levels without you lifting a finger.  

 

“We built a pool for our holiday home in Bowral and could only attend to the pool once a month or 

longer periods at times. Blue Haven Pools provided an Enviro Smart Mineral Master*1 automated 

system for us that worked on timers and systematic dosing. We used their mobile phone app*2 to turn 

on the gas heater and lighting so when we arrive on Friday night after work the party can begin!” 

Ivana – Bowral 

“We wanted a dark blue interior not matter what! Blue Haven’s designer was upfront about the ongoing 

meticulous water balancing and maintenance required on pigmented cement pools so we went for a 

dark blue fibreglass pool and the interior maintenance couldn’t be simpler!” 

Brian – Oran Park 

*1 – Mineral Master is an exclusive Blue Haven mineral system with 5 part filtration and sanitization design complete with automated pH 

dosing system $5500 

*2 – Mobile Phone App https://www.astralpool.com.au/mypoolremote-app 

 

The simple truth is…. Whatever you fancy there is a solution…. But sometimes (like plastic surgery) 

you need to pay to play!  

With a Blue Haven Enviro Smart Mineral Master Pool and Robotic Pool Cleaner tandem your 

commitment can be as limited as emptying the skimmer + robotic basket and checking on your 

cartridge every 3 – 6 months.  Easy as 1, 2, 3….. Gotta love that! 

 

 

 

https://www.astralpool.com.au/mypoolremote-app
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Okay, so I know I want a pool but is my backyard actually suitable? 

So now you know that you want a pool that looks after itself and can be easily seen from the kitchen 

window ….. Is your backyard suitable? 

In most cases, your site will be absolutely fine which is why we predominately advertise a standard pool 

deal around $24,990.  

A standard site can easily fit an excavator up the side and around the back to dig the pool. (for all the 

technical people out there… that 2.5m x 2.5m access required) Mini Excavators and Hand Excavation 

crews can charge anywhere from $7000 to $20,000 so it’s good to get a few quotes on this before you 

meet with our designer. We can help you source these quotes but there’s not a great deal of these 

operators in NSW… (good business idea if you’re looking for one as limited access is the fastest 

growing problem.. luckily we invented a few swim spas that can be craned in without excavation which 

is a wonderful solution if mini digs blow the budget. (www.bluehavenspas.com.au) 

A standard site is flat. You see a sloping block is going to require one of two things – an excavator to 

level the block and remove the soil or a form working crew to raise the pool structurally out of ground. A 

laser level is a good way to check the site slope especially if you have trouble hanging up pictures at 

home on the wall…. 

A standard site is clay soil. Sand, fill and rock will add to the construction cost significantly. In most 

cases if the entire pool is to be built in sand / rock this can add $6000 to $15,000.  

A standard site does not have a sewer line running adjacent or under the desired pool location. This 

will add costs such as piering, diversion or encasement. If you’re close to a manhole or sewer line get 

yourself a Peg Out from Sydney Water so we can properly quote for you and not guess the depth… 

http://www.sydneywater.com.au/ProviderInformation/wsc/pegout_ext_print.htm 

Almost everything is possible to build and we’ve pretty much done it all including waterfront properties 

accessible only by barge.. but the reality of budget can only be determined by you. 

Some other things to look out for to check suitability is removal of trees, building with the zone of 

influence to retaining walls, houses or other structures, retaining walls when pool is lower than natural 

ground level or a neighbouring property, council fees and special reports they sometimes request like 

Geotechnical reports, flood studies, Survey plans,  

Once you understand your site requirements to actually BUILD the pool structure then you can start to 

think about the finishes and fancy stuff you want like heating, interior, lighting and sanitisation….. and 

maybe a slippery dip or feature wall, spa, swim jets, waterline tiles, automated cleaning, Wi-Fi access 

to control your equipment, outdoor kitchen, glass fencing….. Does it ever end?  

At Blue Haven Pools we keep your pool build costs down to the lowest possible so you can budget well 

for your finishing touches and landscaping.  

 

http://www.bluehavenspas.com.au/
http://www.sydneywater.com.au/ProviderInformation/wsc/pegout_ext_print.htm
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Is it true that I’ll spend just as much on the landscaping as the pool? 

A pool is a pool! At the end of the day it’s what you do around it that makes it sensational! There is a 

certain way to design, shape and colour finish your pool but what brings the backyard to life is the 

landscaping.  

It’s easy to spend just as much on the landscaping as the pool which is why it’s more common these 

days to choose a builder who can integrate the pool and landscaping together so you save time and 

MONEY!   

Instead of an average 200mm coping width around the pool why not extend the walkway … This means 

you won’t need two concrete structures… pour the surrounds with the pool build!  

Instead of building a retaining wall why not incorporate an upturn wall with the pool structure which 

doubles up as holding back the dirt and a lovely water feature or double up as planter box. 

There is quite a bit on money being spent on glass fencing these days. It’s really in. A glass fence can 

add as much as $8000 if the pool needs to be fenced on all 4 sides. In some cases where boundary 

fencing is used as a barrier this needs to meet the 1.8m height requirement which also falls under 

landscaping costs if you need to raise or replace the fence. 

For more about fencing requirements see Fair Tradings fact sheets 

http://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/ftw/Consumers/Product_and_service_safety/Pool_safety/Pool_fencin

g_requirements.page 

Concrete vs Fibreglass…..  

If I got a dollar every time I was asked about the difference between concrete and fibrelgass id be a 

billionaire! 

So here’s a little something I prepared earlier….. 

Fibrelgass is smooth, already blue and quick to install. 

Concrete has infinite design possibilities to suit your property, architecture and landscaping. Designs 

easily incorporate features that are difficult or impossible for other pool styles such as mid deep pools, 

wading areas, deep diving area, seats, swim outs, rockeries, level deck and vanishing edges. A 

concrete pool is a permanent investment but one that can easily be re-fashioned without removal of the 

structure. 

They basically cost the same and in most cases a fibreglass pool will end up costing more especially 

with the use of cranes, extended concrete bond beams and upgraded colour gelcoats. 

Concrete pools seem to add more value to your property at point of sale. A little bit fancier shall we say. 

 

http://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/ftw/Consumers/Product_and_service_safety/Pool_safety/Pool_fencing_requirements.page
http://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/ftw/Consumers/Product_and_service_safety/Pool_safety/Pool_fencing_requirements.page
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Council approval or CDC compliant?  

Council approval takes forever and a day….  and CDC approvals can be done in as little as 7 days, but the 

average turnaround is 21 days. 

There are reasons why you have to bear the lengthy council approval process and this includes heritage listed 

properties, front yard pools, overdeveloped blocks, specific distances to boundaries… 

We have put together a more detailed report on compliance and approvals for all the die-hard fans out there. 

http://bluehaven.com.au/about/getting-started/ 

But on a serious note – Local Government approvals can get costly and tedious if prompted for reports and 

special engineering. Your pool builder won’t possibly know all the ins and outs of council’s regulations. They differ 

from council to council and even from street to street and lot to lot…. So do your own investigating and always 

check where the sewer line is…. As this may need to be encased or steered clear of.  

Blue Haven Pools do not charge a deposit but do obtain funds for the pre-construction process which includes 

engineering, plan drafting, approval fees, Sydney water diagram, 149 certificate, administration and design fee. If 

approval is not granted those fees are non-refundable. I’ve read numerous blogs where people complain about 

“not refunding deposit and nothing has been done” …. Or “I hope the money went to a good cause in the end” Or 

“they took my money and couldn’t build my pool” Or my favourite one “I’ve been waiting 6 months and my pool 

hasn’t even started”.. Well I’m here to tell you that no matter who you are in this world, local government approval 

can be a complex process which varies dramatically. Approval can be denied from something as simple as a 

neighbor objecting, even when you ticked every other box. 

If you have a difficult site or feel like the pool may exceed built upon area to landscaping build up on ratios – it’s 

always a good idea to meet with your local town planner at the council and see what’s possible. 

Blue Haven Pools will help you obtain approval, where possible, at the lowest cost by providing a dedicated group 

of surveyors, engineers, water technicians, landscapers, arborists and planning specialist. 

We offer an individual property assessment and feasibility report for $2499 which includes: 

 Site meeting & design consultation 

A detailed assessment of your property including the zoning, size of lands and environmental 

considerations 

Comprehensive report including a detailed site sketch of the proposed pool 

Engineer specifications and tailored report 

Sewer diagram service report of your property 

149 certificate which will determine any specific site conditions and CDC capability 

If you enter into a formal building contract with Blue Haven pools the assessment fee is taken off the contract 

price. If you chose to simply obtain the diagrams and reports from us, they are 100% your property to use with 

any other builder. 

To obtain a tailored Property and feasibility Report email Remonda.m@bluehaven.com.au. Once payment is 

made the services are provided within 3 days. Now that’s service! 

 

 

http://bluehaven.com.au/about/getting-started/
mailto:Remonda.m@bluehaven.com.au
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Vinyl Lined Pools, Swim Spas and Portable Spas 

There are no fuss options like spas and swim spas which virtually sit on top of a hard surface and plug 

in to power. The bigger spas may need 3phase power which is important to plan for. 

If you don’t have trolley access for the spa to be placed in position you will need a crane. Check for 

power lines and big trees that may be in the way.  

Spas are great if you’re renting. You can take it with you when it’s time to hit the road. 

You can see our selection on line www.bluehavenspas.com.au 

Vinyl Lined pools, also known as aboveground pools, are ideal for sloping blocks, rock sites and limited 

access. They literally come in a box and area assembled on site. They can be erected in as little as 2 

days and you can make them look like an inground masterpiece with clever decking designs…. These 

pools remain popular throughout the Sutherland shire and the northern suburbs of Sydney because of 

the natural ground slopes and landscape. 

Swim up bars, heating, lighting… would you like fries with that? 

Once you’ve decided on your favourite pool type and know structural costs to achieve it you can then 

plan for desert……….  Apart from a good looking design and internal features, raised spas, wet edge 

tanks, glass panel walls….. You can choose from a huge range of accessories. 

Filter, pumps, chlorinators, cleaners, lighting, manmade rockery, waterfalls, feature walls, waterline 

tiles, sheer decent water blades, fancy interiors, coloured textured glass beading, crushed quartz lining, 

fully tiled, retaining walls, decking, fencing, swim up bars, building island, jetty bridges, beach areas, 

shade sail, day beds, swim jets, bubble jets, hand rails, sports accessories, solar or gas heating, heat 

pumps, pool covers, hard cover rollers, enclosures……. 

Up to $30,000 finance pre-approved by close of business today 

Luckily for you we offer up to $30,000 finance. The fee on this amount is only 8.95% over an 18 month 

repayment plan. You can apply for pre-approval today via email promo@bluehaven.com.au 

We also offer another service working with a broker to re-finance your current home loan and 

incorporate the pool and landscaping. In most cases the re-financing can see your monthly repayments 

reduced so much that the pool is virtually ‘on the house’…… Once the finance is in place you can 

spend it with us or free to invest elsewhere. We charge $199 for this consultation which comes off your 

pool price if you choose us. You can start the process today via email Remonda.m@bluehaven.com.au 

 

 

http://www.bluehavenspas.com.au/
mailto:promo@bluehaven.com.au
mailto:Remonda.m@bluehaven.com.au
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I’ve heard some great deals on the radio and TV.  Will my site qualify? 

We offer a free on site consultation for you to see if you qualify. Alternatively you can send us photos of 

access, house plans, accurate elevations and desired pool height to promo@bluehaven.com.au 

Standard pool package inclusions are: 

The average size pool is 7mx 3m and is 1 – 1.6m deep. 

Plans and engineer specification for submission to local council 

Excavation (clear 2.5m access width and height) 

Steel bar reinforced concrete construction.  

1hp pump 

Cartridge filter 

1 skimmer box 

2 returns 

Pool care kit and start up chemicals for a manual chlorine pool 

Australian white or gold pebblecrete 

200mm wide concrete bondbeam  

Laying of coping pavers (supplied by owner) 

3 step entry 

1 swim out or sitting ledge 

Complete handover and training on how to use your pool 

You may want to add things like heating provisions, lighting, salt or mineral sanitisation, pool cleaner, 

jets, waterline tiles… 

You may want to have structural works added like a spa, extended walkway, retaining wall, feature wall 

and fencing. 

Variable exclusions from a standard package are: council fees and home owners warranty, electrical 

connection, sand and rock excavations, soil removal, coping supply, travel outside metro areas, 

temporary fence hire and soundproof filter box enclosure. 

 

 

mailto:promo@bluehaven.com.au
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Why are there so many horror stories about hidden costs? 

I solemnly swear that I’ve read dozens and dozens of ‘hidden cost horror stories’ online and can’t help 

but wonder if these people live under a rock or are really that stupid…. 

Sorry to be so blunt about it but construction is not a simple cash and carry product like a McDonalds 

Happy meal or Drive Away No More to Pay Mazda……. You have to plan for the unexpected! 

A SWIMMING POOL IS CONSTRUCTION 

A SWIMMING POOL IS CONSTRUCTION 

A SWIMMING POOL IS CONSTRUCTION 

A SWIMMING POOL IS CONSTRUCTION 

Basically anything that requires construction can vary at any given time. These are NOT HIDDEN 

COSTS and MUST BE UNDERSTOOD. If I find you on blog site writing horror stories… I will find you! 

So where are these ‘hidden costs’ hiding and how can we shine a bigger spotlight on it for you? 

                                   …..come out ,come out wherever you are………. 

Council reports like geotechnical report, acid sulphate reports, arborist reports, surveyor plans.. 

Arghhhhhh this frustrating for you and the builder. No one wins here but you gotta do what you gotta do 

with local government. Be prepared for anything. 

Sewer lines – if building within 600mm of a sewer line you need a sewer peg out by Sydney water and 

they charge over $1000 to do the peg out and construction inspection. Do your homework and get a 

sewer diagram before you obtain a pool quote…. 

Rock excavation, domestic sewer lines and anything else that is underground.  This is well and 

truly hidden and beyond anyone’s control. You can carry out soil testing which usually cost as much as 

removing the first 10 cubic metres of rock so is it worth it? Unregistered domestic sewer lines need to 

be diverted if encountered whilst excavating. This is annoying and must be actioned straight away or 

you’ll be without a toilet that day. What can’t be seen can’t be quoted but all good pool builders will 

provide an upfront contract rate so you can plan for worst case scenarios. 

Contaminated soil disposal – soil removal is usually quoted at $1100 to $1400 per 30 tons load for 

soil. If an asbestos cubby house is hidden under the pool then the cost will escalate. Other 

contaminates include concrete waste, bricks, metals and garden waste.  

Raising boundary fences – if you are using a boundary fence as safety fencing it has to be 1.8m high, 

not 1.2m high like your normal pool fence. This means you may need to raise it and eliminate any 

footholds. 

Damage to driveways 

It is possible that damage may occur to paths, driveways, gardens, roadside kurb and lawn. Whilst all 

care is taken to minimize impact please be mindful that machinery will cross the same path to run out 
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soil over one hundred times. In addition the soil will need to be stockpiled, usually on a front lawn, prior 

to its long haul removal. If you have any concerns about restoration most builders can help with quotes 

for smaller + lighter machinery vs cost to repair in the event of damage. In most cases the cost for mini 

machines is far more excessive than restoration costs to damaged areas. You may be able hire rubber 

matting to protect the area at your own cost if desired. (Simply google rubber mats to protect grass / 

driveways) 

Electrical and gas lines 

Most pool builders will provide electrical conduits to pierce the concrete shell only. It is then your responsibility for 

the light conduit to be extended to wherever you want to switch the lights. A draw wire must be put in place by an 

electrician. Electrical connections for the filtration equipment are also not included in a contract. Same with a gas 

line. You will need to arrange a licensed gas fitter to run the line from street to gas heater. 

Control panel 

Your lights and equipment are manual, including your spa blower. 

If you want to automate up to 10 devices you can install a control touch pad which can be controlled via 

Wi-Fi and your mobile phone.  

Soundproof filter box enclosure 

More and more certifiers and councils are making it a condition of approval to provide a soundproof 

enclosure around your equipment. These can be purchased prefabricated or you can incorporate into a larger shed 

style and house all your pool accessories, salts, toys ect…  

Extra pool pump 

Most pools have one pump that can be valved to control the pool or the waterfall or the spa at different 

times. If you want to run them all at the same time you need one pump for each feature.  

Pool cleaner 

An automatic pool cleaner is not standard inclusion and you will need to clean the pool manually unless 

you buy one 

Waste bins, rubbish management, dewatering the shell. 

You will need a 2 - 4cubmic metre waste bin for all site waste including concrete washout, plumbing 

offcuts, timber and formwork, tin sheets, pier tube offcuts, coping wastage/cuts, boxes, interior bags, 

slurry. Most builders will load it for you. Most customers get the bin at the end but those who hate the 

sight of rubbish or have small children and / or pets may like to plan to have the bin there for the 

duration of the build.  The pool is to be kept free of water for the duration of the build by the owner or 

pay a small fee to have the builder do it when needed. 

Coping supply and feature wall finishes 

Everyone has different taste which affects the cost of materials. Best you choose your own and have 

the builder lay it for you. Most wall finishes are bare concrete so you may need to pay extra for 

materials and labour. 

Very rarely the following items are encountered during construction like surveyor pegs to confirm property boundaries, form work, piering and 

backfilling carried out below existing ground level, necessary works to stabilize site conditions such as excavation collapsing due to unstable 

soil or consequences of rain and the use of pump/spear pumps for dewatering if you’re on a water table, cutting of existing pavers, additional 

pipework if you want to locate the filtration far away from the pool, a backwash line if you want a sand filter, silt barriers or other erosion control 

measures, traffic control if you live on a main road with no parking and I think that’s about all folks! 
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How do I choose the right pool builder? 

Okay I’m going to do my best to pretend you didn’t ask that question! 

But since you’ve come this far and made it alllllllll the way to the end I know that your serious about 

owing a pool and taking the next step… so, let me ask you this…. (my turn…)   

What’s important to you? Is it price? Is it reputation? Experience? Unbiased sound advice? Fast 

approval and speedy construction? Impeccable customer service? A good looking pool builder who is 

always on site? Is it pretty pictures? A display centre?  Is it warranty? A transparent contract that’s easy 

to read and understand? Finance packages? Flexibility?  

The most common answer to this is Price, Service, Speed and knowing you can count on your builder 

to be there for the good, bad and the ugly. 

I’ve grown up in our family business making Blue Haven Pools a large part of my life for many years 

(yes it all started with filing and general office duties during the school holidays...) When I was younger I 

was often asked what motivated me to continuously face the immense pressures of project 

management, trades, construction dramas, bad weather, male domination and of course the usual 

family business pressures.. 

My answer is simple.                              People. 

People like you who desire to invest in the best pools and spas living a lifestyle that reflects YOU and 

all that is unique about you. 

I get to work with families in their home and together we create an environment that is both relaxing and 

refreshing. 

Being a young mother myself, I know that time is precious. With this said I don’t know how many pool 

builders you need to sit in front of to make your decision but one thing I know is we will never deceive 

you to make money and want nothing but the best for you. I hope that common misunderstanding and 

farfetched expectations should be eliminated with this guide and that you have the power now needed 

to dominate your pool buying experience. 

Our Blue Haven Team is hardworking, ethical, capable and without you nothing is possible. 

For a tailored on site consultation please email me personally and we can make things happen.  

REMONDA              Remonda@bluehaven.com.au Tel: 97280444 Head office: Lansvale  

BLUE HAVEN POOLS CEO                                                                          www.bluehaven.com.au  

https://www.facebook.com/BlueHavenPoolsSouthPtyLtd/ 

https://www.instagram.com/remonda_bluehavenpools/ 

https://www.instagram.com/richie_bluehavenpools/ 

mailto:Remonda@bluehaven.com.au
http://www.bluehaven.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/BlueHavenPoolsSouthPtyLtd/
https://www.instagram.com/remonda_bluehavenpools/
https://www.instagram.com/remonda_bluehavenpools/
https://www.instagram.com/richie_bluehavenpools/

